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I | Programme of administration of the Superstition Attitude Scale to different groups.
II | Superstition Attitude Scale (S.A.S.) in Gujarati and its English version.
III | Defensive/persuasive messages for superstitious beliefs, viz. (i) Supportive defense, (ii) Refutational defense, and (iii) Attack- (original in Gujarati and its version in English).
IV | Specimen of Scoring procedure.
V | Showing the procedure illustrating computations for analysis of Variance on pre-test (X).
VI | Showing the procedure illustrating computations for analysis of Variance on post-test (Y).
VII | Showing the procedure illustrating computations for product-moment - Sums of Squares used for in Analysis of Covariance (XY).
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VIII  Showing procedure illustrating computations of Adjusted sums of Squares for Analysis on adjusted Post-test ($Y'$).

IX  Showing procedure illustrating computations of Adjusted Means ($Y'$).

X (a)  Showing procedure illustrating the computations for Biserial Correlation ($r_b$) useful in computing Adjusted Means.

X (b)  Showing procedure for illustrating the computations for product-moment correlation ($r_p$).

XI  Showing procedure illustrating the computations for L. S. D. Test.